In this paper we develop a testing and modelling procedure for describing the long-term volatility movements over very long return series. For the purpose, we assume that volatility is multiplicatively decomposed into a conditional and an unconditional component as in Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) . The latter component is modelled by incorporating smooth changes so that the unconditional variance is allowed to evolve slowly over time. Statistical inference is used for specifying the parameterization of the time-varying component by applying a sequence of Lagrange multiplier tests. The model building procedure is illustrated with an application to daily returns of the Dow Jones Industrial Average stock index covering a period of more than ninety years. The main conclusions are as follows. First, the LM tests strongly reject the assumption of constancy of the unconditional variance. Second, the results show that the long-memory property in volatility may be explained by ignored changes in the unconditional variance of the long series. Finally, based on a formal statistical test we find evidence of the superiority of volatility forecast accuracy of the new model over the GJR-GARCH model at all horizons for a subset of the long return series.
Introduction
The observation that deterministic shifts in long return series can generate long-memory behaviour has received much attention in recent years. Most of the work in this topic is related with the study of the behaviour of standard statistical tools and model misspecification under nonstationarity. Early studies include Diebold (1986) and Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) who suggested that occasional level shifts in the intercept of the first-order GARCH model can bias the estimation towards an integrated GARCH model. More recently, Mikosch and Stȃricȃ (2004) argued that the so-called 'integrated GARCH effect' is caused by the nonstationary behaviour of very long return series. They showed how the long-range dependence in volatility and the IGARCH effect may be explained by neglected deterministic changes in the unconditional variance of the stochastic process. Moreover, Granger and Hyung (2004) claimed that occasional breaks in a long time series of absolute stock returns can also explain the observed slow decay of the autocorrelation functions of absolute returns in long return series.
In a standard first-order GARCH model of Bollerslev (1986) the decay rate of the autocorrelation function of squared observations is exponential, which is often considered too rapid. This has motivated the development of more flexible models to describe the observed dependence structure in financial market volatility. One of these models is the Fractionally Integrated GARCH model of Baillie, Bollerslev, and Mikkelsen (1996) which belongs to the class of longmemory models. In these processes, the decay rate of the autocorrelations of squares is hyperbolic, which often appears more suitable for financial series than the exponential rate of the GARCH model. Baillie and Morana (2009) recently proposed a generalization of the FIGARCH model in which the intercept changes deterministically according to the flexible functional form of Gallant (1984) .
The question of explicitly modelling nonstationarity in stock market volatility has received somewhat less attention. van Bellegem and von Sachs (2004) proposed decomposing the volatility process multiplicatively into a deterministic nonstationary (or the unconditional variance) and a stochastic stationary (or the conditional variance) component. The deterministic component in their model is estimated nonparametrically. Stȃricȃ and Granger (2005) introduced a nonstationary approach in which the returns are modelled as nonstationary sequence of independent random variables with time-varying unconditional variance but their model does not allow for volatility clustering. More recently, Engle and Gonzalo Rangel (2008) and Brownlees and Gallo (2010) applied the same multiplicative decomposition as van Bellegem and von Sachs (2004) . The deterministic nonstationary component is in their approach described by an exponential spline, and the stationary component follows a first-order GARCH process. This paper addresses the issue of modelling deterministic changes in the unconditional variance of long return series. It is assumed that volatility is modelled by multiplicatively decomposing the variance into a conditional and an unconditional component as in Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) . The conditional variance follows a GARCH process and describes the short-run dynamics of volatility. The nonstationary component of volatility describes the long-volatility dynamics, and it is represented by a linear combination of logistic transition functions. Statistical inference is used for specifying the parametric structure of the time-varying component by applying a sequence of Lagrange multiplier tests.
Our modelling strategy is applied to describe the long-run properties of the long daily Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) return series from 1920 to 2011. One may expect that the longer the observation period, the more likely the occurrence of structural changes or shifts in the second unconditional moment of returns. The test results strongly support the time-variation of the unconditional variance in the period under study. The estimation results indicate that the strongest deterministic changes in the unconditional variance are associated with the largest economic recessions. This in turn suggests that the unconditional variance behaviour may be related to the evolution of the deterministic conditions in the economy. Our findings also suggest that the observed long-memory property in volatility may well be due to deterministic changes in the unconditional variance of the return series. Moreover, the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of the proposed model is also studied over several forecasting horizons. Modelling the long-term volatility movements over a long return series generates more accurate volatility forecasts than the GJR-GARCH model for short-term horizons. However, the predictive ability of the new model is strikingly improved across all horizons by dropping the old observations and merely using the most recent observations. The paper is organized as follows. The TV-GARCH model and the modelling strategy are presented in Section 2. Details regarding the estimation of the model are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 contains the application and Section 5 concludes.
A model for the long-term volatility component

The time-varying GARCH framework
In this paper the tool for modelling an asset return series over a long period is a GARCH-type model in which the unconditional variance is assumed to evolve smoothly over time. We begin by focusing on the long-run properties of the GJR-GARCH(p, q) model of Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1993) . Let F t−1 be the information set containing the historical information of the series of interest available at time t − 1 and write the asset returns {y t } as
where {ζ t } ∼ nid(0, 1). Under this assumption the conditional distribution of the innovation sequence {ε t } is ε t |F t−1 ∼ N (0, h t ). For simplicity, the conditional mean of the asset returns is set equal to zero, i.e. E(y t |F t−1 ) = 0. The component h t describes the dynamics of the conditional variance of the asset returns. To allow positive and negative shocks to have an asymmetric effect on the stock market volatility we choose the GJR-GARCH(p, q) model for h t .
It has the form
where the set of conditions for positivity and stationarity are imposed and where I(A) is the indicator variable: I(A) = 1 when A is true, and zero otherwise. Re-writing the dynamic structure of (3) in terms of the unconditional variance σ 2 one obtains
where
When the persistence rate
, then the conditional variance mean reverts to σ 2 at the geometric rate
The assumption that the volatility process reverts to a constant level is very restrictive especially when modelling asset returns over long periods. In order to account for changes in the long-run volatility we shall consider a more flexible specification in which the unconditional variance σ 2 can be time-varying. We incorporate smooth changes in the unconditional variance 4 of returns so that the variance evolves slowly over time. The variance is thus modelled using a multiplicative decomposition of the variance as follows:
where g t is a bounded deterministic positive-valued function. In equation (5) the short-run (or the stationary) component h t is modelled as the GJR-GARCH process as in (3), with the exception that ε
The long-run (or the nonstationary) component g t is a slowly time-varying trend that functions as a proxy for all factors that affect the unconditional variance. We follow Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) and let the time-varying unconditional variance component be a linear combination of bounded transition functions:
where δ l , l = 0, . . . , r, are parameters. More specifically, G l (t/T ; γ l , c l ), l = 1, . . . , r, are generalized logistic transition functions:
satisfying the identification restrictions γ l > 0, l = 0, . . . , r, and c l1 ≤ c l2 ≤ . . . ≤ c lk . The transition functions allow the unconditional variance to change smoothly as a function of the calendar time t/T. The parameters, c lj and γ l , determine the location and the speed of the transition between different regimes. Equations (5)−(8) define the time-varying GJR-GARCH (TV-GJR-GARCH) model. The unconditional variance in this model is time-varying and equals
This way of introducing nonstationarity in the long run volatility component is discussed in detail by Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) .
Some special cases of the TV-GJR-GARCH model are of interest. Under δ 1 = . . . = δ r = 0, the unconditional variance E t (ε 2 t ) becomes constant. When r = 1 and k = 1, g t increases (decreases) monotonically over time from δ 0 to δ 0 + δ 1 when δ 1 > 0 (δ 1 < 0), with the location centred at t = c 1 T. The slope parameter γ 1 in (8) controls the degree of smoothness of the transition: the larger γ 1 , the faster the transition is between the extreme regimes. When γ 1 → ∞, g t collapses into a step function. When δ l ̸ = 0, for values r > 1 and k > 1, equations (7) and (8) form a very flexible parameterization capable of describing nonmonotonic deterministic changes in the unconditional variance.
Model specification
Since the nonlinear model in (5)−(8) is our most general parameterization, a systematic modelling strategy is required when a TV-GARCH type model is fitted to the data. The strategy for building TV-GARCH models is based on statistical inference and it consists of the specification, estimation and evaluation of the model. At the specification stage, one first models the dynamics of the short-run component h t and, once that has been done, specifies the structure of g t . In practice, the parametric structure of the unconditional variance component has to be determined from the data, which involves two sets of decision problems. First, the number of transitions r in (7) has to be determined. Second, when r ≥ 1, the integer k for each transition function has to be selected. This specification procedure is sequential and based on statistical inference. We shall apply the procedure of Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) for selecting r and k.
An important feature of the modelling strategy in this paper is that, since we are modelling very long return series, we shall divide the observation period into a number of subperiods. To introduce notation, let r be the total number of transitions in the whole period and r i , i = 1, . . . , N, be the number of transitions in the subperiod i, so r = ∑ N i=1 r i . Define h it as the conditional variance and 
at the significance level α (1) . The standard test statistic has a non-standard asymptotic distribution because δ i1 and c i1 . are unidentified nuisance parameters when H 01 is true.
To circumvent this identification problem we follow Luukkonen, Saikkonen, and Teräsvirta (1988) and approximate G i1 (t/T ; γ i1 , c i1 ) by its third-order Taylor expansion around γ i1 = 0. After reparameterizing, we obtain
where 
, the standard LM statistic has an asymptotic χ 2 −distribution with three degrees of freedom. See Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) for details on how to compute the test statistic.
If H
′ 01 is rejected, for each subperiod select the order k ≤ 3 in the exponent of G i1 (t/T ; γ i1 , c i1 ) using a short sequence of tests within (10); for details see Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) . Next, estimate g it with a single transition function and test H 02 : γ i2 = 0 against H 12 :
at the significance level α (2) = τ α (1) , where τ ∈ (0, 1). In our application we set τ = 0.5. The significance level is reduced at each stage by a factor τ in order to favour parsimony. Again, model (11) is not identified under the null hypothesis. To circumvent the problem we proceed as before and express the logistic function G i2 (t/T ; γ i2 , c i2 ) by a third-order Taylor approximation around γ i2 = 0. After rearranging terms we have
where In summary, we begin the model specification problem by first modelling the conditional variance component h t as in (6) with p = q = 1. This may be preceded by testing the null hypothesis of no ARCH. Thereafter, if the unconditional variance is time-varying, one has to specify the unconditional variance component g t . At the evaluation stage the adequacy of the estimated model is tested by means of LM-type misspecification tests, see Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) for details.
Estimation of parameters
After the number of transitions and their type in (7) have been determined, the parameters of the TV-GARCH model are estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood (QML). For this purpose, (8) can be now rewritten as follows:
Assuming that {ζ t } is a sequence of independent standard normal variables, the log-likelihood function for observation t equals
The unconditional and the conditional variance components are estimated separately using maximization by parts. The iterative algorithm proceeds as follows:
Step 1: Maximize
2 . Making use of θ
2 ) + ε * 2
2 )
} with respect to θ 1 , where
2 )} 1/2 . Denote the estimator as θ
Step 2: Maximize
2 and maximize
2 )} 1/2 . This yields θ
1 .
Iterate until convergence.
In the nth iteration, maximization is carried out in the usual way by solving the score equations:
where c lj denotes the jth element in the parameter vector c l , l = 1, . . . , r, and
This algorithm is computationally attractive in the present situation where direct maximization of the log-likelihood function is difficult. Under certain regularity conditions, the resulting estimator coincides with the ML estimator and becomes fully efficient upon convergence; see Song, Fan, and Kalbfleisch (2005) for details. Throughout this paper, we assume that certain regularity conditions are satisfied to ensure consistency and asymptotic normality of the QML estimator. The asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimators of the TV-GJR-GARCH model have been established in Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) .
In this work, the long time series requires some modifications to the estimation algorithm. Because the whole series is divided into non-overlapping subperiods, the different data segments can have different "baseline" volatility levels. For this reason, the algorithm iterates from an initial value which is estimated by "chain rule" to accommodate differences in the volatility levels. This proceeds as follows. First, for the first subperiod, estimate the parameters of
where r 1 is the number of transitions for this period. The estimate g 1T serves as the "intercept" in the nonstationary component of the next subperiod. Conditioning on this value, carry out the estimation of the parameters for the next subperiod. More generally, for the ith subperiod, estimate g it = δ
, such that t = T is the last observation of the (i − 1)th subperiod and r i−1 is the number of transitions in the same subperiod. The estimates c l are then used as fixed values in the next iterations. This means that the estimation algorithm is carried out without iterating c l , and therefore the parameters γ l and δ l , l = 0, . . . , r, are estimated conditionally on those estimates.
Another aspect that deserves attention in the estimation of the model is the selection of starting-values of the time-varying parameters. Since the log-likelihood may contain several local maxima, it is advisable to initiate the estimation from different sets of starting-values before settling for the final parameter estimates. In addition, to improve the accuracy of the estimates of the standard errors, we follow Fiorentini, Calzolari, and Panattoni (1996) and use analytic first derivatives both in the estimation of the TV-GARCH models and in the computation of the test statistics. All computations in this paper have been carried out using the Ox programming language, version 6.10, see Doornik (2009) .
Application to the Dow Jones Industrial Average index
Data description
In this section we apply our modelling procedure of the TV-GARCH model to the daily returns of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index. The entire sample covers the period between January 2, 1920 and May 31, 2011, yielding 22986 observations. The daily returns are defined as log differences of the closing prices of the index between two consecutive days. The closing prices of the DJIA index have been obtained from the Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) provided by the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. Descriptive statistics of the return series can be found in Table 1 . The coefficients of skewness and kurtosis seem to indicate that the stock returns ε t have a left skewed and a significantly fat-tailed distribution. To check this conclusion, we also provide the robust measures of skewness and kurtosis as recommended by Kim and White (2004) in order to account for outliers. The robust measure for skewness is practically zero whereas the robust kurtosis measure, not surprisingly, suggests that there is excess kurtosis in the series. Figure 1 graphs the daily returns for the DJIA index for the observation period. The period covers the Great Depression of 1929 and the early 1930's, the Second World War, the 1973 oil crisis, the stock market crash of October 1987, the dot-com bubble, and the recent financial crisis. Because of the long observation period it is unlikely that the series is stationary. We divide the long return series into ten non-overlapping subperiods each comprising at least of 1500 observations. In most cases we report the findings for each of the ten subperiods and the full sample. Summary statistics of the subperiods can be found in Table 11 .
Estimation results
The focus of the empirical analysis lies in the specification of the unconditional variance using the modelling strategy described in Section 2.2. We begin by determining the number of transitions for each subperiod separately. This is done using the sequence of specification tests. The initial significance level of the sequence of tests is α (1) = 0.05. At each stage of the sequence we halve the significance level of the test, i.e. τ = 0.5. The tests results appear in the second column of Table 2 . We first test the hypothesis of constant unconditional variance against a smoothly timevarying unconditional variance with one transition function. The null hypothesis is rejected for all subperiods with two exceptions. The first one is subperiod 5, the post-World War II period from the mid-1950's until mid-1960's, and the second one subperiod 8 covering the October 1987 crash. The stock market volatility returned to normal levels very quickly after the crash, which suggests that the unconditional variance remained stable during that period. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis of Engle and Lee (1999) that the 1987 crash is more transient than other big shocks. The null hypothesis of constant unconditional variance is, however, rejected very strongly for the subperiods 2, 3, 6, 7, 9 and 10. The second period contains the Great Depression, the third includes the Second World War, the seventh one the OPEC oil crisis, the ninth the IT bubble, and the most recent one the financial crisis. The results indicate that the strongest deterministic changes in the unconditional variance are associated with the largest economic recessions in the period under study.
The results from the sequence of nested tests based on (10) to select k in (8) are given in the last three columns of Table 2 , see Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) for details. The strongest rejection occurs when k = 1 for six out of eight periods, subperiods 1 and 7 being the only exceptions. For subperiod 7, the specification test sequence suggests a third-order polynomial for the transition function since k = 3. We choose k = 1, however, to simplify the specification and the estimation of the model for this subsample. Post-estimation misspecification tests then indicate the validity of this choice or reveal misspecification.
We first estimate a TV-GJR-GARCH model with a single transition and test against a double transition model at α (2) = 0.025. We reject the hypothesis in four out of the eight subsamples and select k = 1. Fitting the model with two transitions and testing for another transition yields for these subsamples p-values larger than α (3) = 0.0125. Thus, we tentatively accept the model with two transitions as the final parameterization for the second, seventh, ninth and tenth subperiods. In particular, for subperiod 7 two transitions with k = 1 are an adequate alternative, as could have been a single transition with k = 3.
The above results imply that twelve transition functions in total are needed to describe the unconditional variance for the whole series. Estimation results for the TV-GJR-GARCH model are reported in Table 3 , Panel (a). The estimation results for each of the subperiods can be found in Tables 12-13. Estimation is carried out with the sequential quadratic programming optimisation algorithm using analytical derivatives. The numbers in parenthesis below the parameter estimates are the asymptotic standard error estimates and calculated using numerical second derivatives. The standard errors of c i , i = 1, . . . , 12, are not available because the parameters δ j , j = 0, and γ j , . . . , 12, are estimated conditionally on those parameters. In some subperiods we observe that the transition between the extreme regimes of volatility is quite rapid. For these cases, the maximum value of γ j is constrained to 300. This is done to save computation time due to slow convergence of the sequence of estimates for this parameter when γ j is very large. This approximation is adequate because the shape of the transition function changes very little after γ j exceeds 300. (1 + exp{−300
+1.324 (1 + exp{−300
+0.597 Log-Lik = −29919.5
To see how the unconditional variance changes over time, the estimated component g 1/2 t is plotted in the top panel of Figure 2 . The estimated g t functions for each subperiod are shown in Figure 6 . It is seen that the largest deterministic changes in the unconditional variance occur during recessions. In particular, the strongest movement in the long-run volatility is observed during the Great Depression. This is in agreement with Mikosch and Stȃricȃ (2004) who find that most of the recessions coincide with an increase in the unconditional variance of the series. In their analysis of the S&P 500 returns, they identify the 1973 oil crisis as the major change detected in the unconditional variance, but then their time series only covers the period from January 2, 1953, to December 31, 1990.
For comparison, we also report the results of fitting the GJR-GARCH(1,1) model into the complete series. They can be found in Panel (b) of Table 3 . The results for each subperiod appear in Table 14 . We find that the subperiods characterized by the largest changes in the unconditional variance have a stronger integrated GJR-GARCH effect. The stationary condition for the full sample model is α 1 + β 1 + κ 1 /2 < 1. The estimated model is practically an integrated GJR-GARCH model as the persistence indicator α 1 + β 1 + κ 1 /2 = 0.990. The autocorrelation functions of |ε t | plotted in Figure 3 (upper panel) lead to the same conclusion. The graph clearly displays the long-memory property: relatively rapid decay at short lags followed by positive autocorrelations around a stable level at long lags. On the contrary, the autocorrelations of
t , plotted in the lower panel of Figure 3 (black curve) and the conditional standard deviation from the GJR-GARCH(1,1) model (grey curve). Second panel, shows the estimated conditional standard deviations from the GJR-GARCH(1,1) model (grey curve) and from the TV-GJR-GARCH(1,1) (black curve) models. the first 70 autocorrelation estimates or so are significantly different from zero judging from the 95% confidence bounds drawn under the assumption that the errors are normal and independent. The decay rate is rapid in the beginning but does contain a 'plateau' between, say, lags 75 and 200. The persistence indicator now equals 0.957. The results show that modelling the changes in the unconditional variance strongly reduces the amount of evidence for long-memory. This can also be seen from the Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) (GPH) estimates of the long-memory parameter in Table 4 . Of course, the GPH parameter estimates vary with the bandwidth but, overall, the table indicates that the daily DJIA return series is either nonstationary (for the bandwidth choices m = T 0.4 and m = T 0.5 ) or is very close to the nonstationary region (for m = T 0.6 ). However, when the movements in the unconditional variance component are taken into account the GPH estimates have the remarkable low values of 0.1004, 0.1686 and 0.2657 for these three bandwidths. Table 4 : GPH estimates of the long-memory parameter: full sample t . The horizontal line in both panels is the corresponding 95% confidence interval under the iid normality assumption. conditional standard deviations from the GJR-GARCH(1,1) model of ε t and ε t / g 1/2
t . The bottom panel of Figure 2 displays both series. The (almost) stationary behaviour of the conditional standard deviation of ε t / g 1/2 t (black curve) contrasts with the nonstationary behaviour of the conditional standard deviation of ε t (grey curve). It shows that the conditional variance of ε t / g 1/2 t is considerably smaller than that of ε t from the GJR-GARCH(1,1) model. For illustration, we also show in Figure 7 the estimated conditional standard deviations generated from both models separately for each subperiod. The adequacy of the estimated TV-GJR-GARCH(1,1) model is checked using the diagnostic tests proposed by Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) . We perform tests against remaining ARCH in the standardized residuals, TV-GJR-GARCH(1,2) and TV-GJR-GARCH(2,1) models, and ST-GJR-GARCH(1,1) model of order 1. The p-values of the tests are given in Tables 5 and  6 . For comparison we also show the test results for the estimated GJR-GARCH(1,1) model. The results indicate no evidence of remaining ARCH in the standardized residuals, nor can one argue in favour of higher-order TV-GJR-GARCH models; see Tables 5 and 6 . However, the TV-GJR-GARCH(1,1) model is strongly rejected against ST-GJR-GARCH(1,1) model. This result suggests that the TV-GJR-GARCH(1,1) model is not yet an adequate parameterization, and a nonlinear GARCH model instead of the GJR-GARCH variant could improve the specification. Modelling the short-run dynamics of volatility of a long time series would thus need more work. Nevertheless, because the focus of this paper is on the modelling of changes in the long-run volatility component, refinements in the modelling of h t are left for further work. 
Forecasting comparison
To evaluate the forecasting performance of the estimated TV-GJR-GARCH model we compare its out-of-sample forecasts with those of the GJR-GARCH model. The out-of-sample evaluation sample spans the period from June 1, 2011 through November 30, 2011, which amounts to 128 observations. The post-sample forecast comparisons are carried out as follows. First, in order to evaluate the predictive ability of the competing models, the daily squared returns are used as a proxy for the latent volatility. Second, to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasts, the models are re-estimated using both the full sample (T = 22986) and the eight subperiods with timevarying unconditional variance. The in-sample and out-of-sample periods for each subsample are presented in Table 16 . Finally, we summarize the forecasting performance by computing the Mean Absolute Forecast Error (MAFE) and Root Mean Squared Forecast Error (RMSFE) for the competing models. To reduce the impact of outlying observations on forecasting evaluation, we also consider the Median Squared Forecast Error (MedSFE). Results are presented in Tables 7 and 9 for forecasting horizons from one to 90-days-ahead forecasts. For the full sample, the results in Table 7 indicate that for short-term horizons the TV-GJR-GARCH model outperforms the GJR-GARCH model based on the RMSE loss function. For horizons longer than 60 days the GJR-GARCH model performs better than the TV-GJR-GARCH model. If we instead consider MedSFE as a measure of predictive ability, the forecasting accuracy of the TV-GJR-GARCH model is superior to that of the GJR-GARCH model both for short-term and long-term forecasts. This suggests that the TV-GJR-GARCH model may generate a number of exceptionally inaccurate forecasts that strongly affect the RMSFE. The situation is also illustrated in Figure 4 that contains MSFE ratios of these two models for different forecast horizons. The ratio exceeds one, indicating superiority of the GJR-GARCH model, at all horizons longer than 18 trading days. An obvious conclusion is that while changing unconditional variance is nicely described by a set of deterministic transitions, the assumption of a constant parameter conditional variance GARCH component over the whole period is too inflexible and should be relaxed. This is illustrated by re-estimating the model using just the last 1799 observations that form subsample 10. The forecasts from that model are vastly superior to the corresponding ones from the GJR-GARCH model estimated for the same period. This is seen from the last three columns of Table 9 . We repeat the same out-of-sample forecasting exercise with the same number of forecasts for the other subsamples. Table 9 shows that the TV-GJR-GARCH model generates more accurate forecasts than the GJR-GARCH model in all eight cases. The MSFE ratios in Figure 5 illustrate this. The ratios lie only modestly below unity for subperiods 3 and 4, whereas the differences in precision are particularly dramatic in forecasting observations following subperiod 2 that contains data from the Great Depression and subperiod 7 that covers the 1973 oil crisis. This shows that taking care of the unconditional variance component is important even in models based on relatively short time series. It should be added, however, that what is being forecast is an 'after-crisis' period and that different results may be obtained in forecasting amidst a crisis of just before a beginning of a turbulent period.
Finally, we compute the out-of-sample F-type test statistic of McCracken (2007) which is designed to compare the relative forecasting performance of two nested models. The null hypothesis of the test is equal forecast accuracy. The OOS-F statistic for h-step ahead forecasts is defined as
where P is the number of out-of-sample observations, M SF E 1 is the Mean Square Forecasting Error of the restricted model and M SF E 2 is the Mean Square Error of the unrestricted model. If there is no difference in the forecast accuracy of the two models (the null hypothesis), the OOS-F statistic should have a small value. The limiting distribution of the OOS-F test is non-standard when the forecasts are nested under the null hypothesis. The asymptotic critical values of the test are tabulated in McCracken (2007) . Figure 5: Out-of-sample forecasting comparison between GJR-GARCH and TV-GJR-GARCH models for the eight subperiods. Results from the OOS-F test statistic are presented in Table 10 . For the full sample, the OOS-F test fails to reject the null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy at all horizons. Nevertheless, by omitting the older observations and using solely the observations of the subsample 10, the test supports the superiority of the TV-GJR-GARCH over the GJR-GARCH model at all horizons. Similarly, the null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy is rejected at the 5 percent level for the remaining seven subperiods. Accordingly, the TV-GJR-GARCH model improves the accuracy of forecasts at all forecast horizons for forecasts from models based on the eight subsamples. Notes: The OOS-F test statistics are computed for h-step ahead forecasts from the estimated GJR-GARCH and TV-GJR-GARCH models. The asymptotic critical values are tabulated in McCracken (2007) . The numbers in boldface indicate a non-rejection of the null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy at 5 percent level.
Conclusions
In this paper we develop a testing and modelling procedure for describing the long-term movements in daily stock market returns over excessively long time periods. This is done by multiplicatively decomposing the variance of a GARCH model into a conditional and an unconditional component, in which the unconditional variance is allowed to change smoothly over time. The proposed model is the Time-Varying GARCH model as in Amado and Teräsvirta (2011) . The model building strategy relies on statistical inference, making use of a sequence of Lagrangemultiplier type specification tests. Because of the length of the observation period, the time series is divided into non-overlapping subperiods with the aim of alleviating the model building procedure. This makes it quite easy to model very long return series using techniques that have already been successfully applied to considerably shorter series.
An empirical example applied to the long daily DJIA return series shows how the technique works in practice. Our results suggest that the dependence structure of the series is well explained by deterministic changes in the unconditional variance, whereas the standard hypothesis of constant unconditional variance turns out to be inappropriate. Based on the diagnostic tests, we claim that the nonstationary TV-GJR-GARCH model should be preferred to the stationary model in applications to long financial time series.
Out-of-sample forecasts suggest that forecasting accuracy can be improved by using the TV-GJR-GARCH model instead of the GJR-GARCH model for short-term horizons. The TV-GJR-GARCH model provides reasonably accurate short-term forecasts due to the flexible un-conditional variance component. Omitting the old observations and using solely the most recent observations to specify and estimate the model show that forecasts from the TV-GJR-GARCH model are superior to ones from the GJR-GARCH model at all forecast horizons.
Finally, the results indicate that the first-order GJR-GARCH model inadequately describes the short-run volatility dynamics in long return series, and that another type of nonlinear model should be considered. Further improvements in the modelling of the conditional variance over long time series are called for, but this problem is left for further research. 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 (g) Subperiod 7
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